
Personal Analysis 
Background: 

The Treasure Chest Stone photo was taken in Texas in February of 2011, We knew of 
the existence of the Treasure Chest Stone from Larry Webb, who had viewed it in 2007. 
Those Larry talked with and everyone we subsequently talked with told us this was a 
stone carved by Travis Tumlinson. 

There is probably something for everyone in the printing analysis. Those that believe 
Travis Tumlinson either acquired or found the Peralta Stones Tablets can find reasons 
to dismiss the similarities while those that believe Travis Tumlinson carved the Stone 
Tablets can rationalize any examples of dissimilarity. 

Overview: 

Travis Tumlinson’s Treasure Chest Stone appears to be carved using a different tool 
than the Horse/Witch Stone. The line work on the Treasure Chest Stone is narrow and 
may have been created by scratching the letters with something like a nail while the line 
work on the Horse/Witch Stone is wider and furrowed. Possibly a hammer and chisel 
were used. 

The lettering on the Horse/Witch Stone was also carved with more attention to detail. 
Each letter is the same height, the widths are more uniform and the orientation is 
vertical. Travis’s stone has variations in letter heights and the letters are sometimes 
tilted.  

The lettering was done freehand on all three of the images as we don’t see the 
consistencies we would expect should something like a lettering template have been 
used. The letter construction on the Horse/Witch image frequently utilizes straight lines 
where we might expect to see curved lines if we were hand scribing a conventional 
letter. An example can be seen where the curved sections of the letters C, D and O 
sometimes utilize vertical straight line elements 

There is also sometimes variation in the construction of the same letter on the 
“same” image. The letter “A” is a good example. The “A crossbar” is angled up and 
horizontal on Travis’s Treasure Chest Stone, it is angled up, down and horizontal on the 
Horse Image and horizontal and down on the Witch Image. This indicates that the 
author was not always consistent in how he structured the same letter, so caution must 
be exercised in drawing any absolute conclusions regarding a different author. 

Analysis: 
There are 13 letters that appear on the Treasure Chest Stone, that Travis Tumlinson 
carved, and on the Horse/Witch Stone. A, G, O, D, E, M, R, S, U, I, and C 



I have divided these 13 letters into four categories. 
• Conventional Letters 
• Semi Conventional Letters 
• Non Conventional Letters 
• Block Letters 

Conventional Letters: I, N, P and U 
There is little to differentiate in the construction of these four letters. They reflect a 
conventional letter construction and they are relatively consistent between Travis’s 
Treasure Chest Stone, the Horse Image and the Witch Image. 

Semi Conventional Letters: E, M, R, and S 
Since these letters exhibit some possible variation from conventional printing I have 
included an individual analysis of each letter. I have also inserted an abbreviated Table 
here for convenience. For a more detailed comparison of each letter’s construction, 
return to the Comparison Tables or review the photos of the stones. 

E 
A conventional E exhibits a center crossbar that is the same length as that of the upper 
and lower legs. On all three of the carved images, we see examples of an E with a 
shortened center crossbar (See Table or Photos). Some of the E’s do have a center 
crossbar that appears to be the same length as that of the upper and lower legs and this 
is another example of the inconsistency we see between the letter structure on the 
same image. 

Letter The Stone That Travis 
Tumlinson Carved 

The Peralta Horse Stone 
Image 

The Peralta Witch Stone 
Image 

E 

 
DINERO 

 
SANTA FE 

 
ESTA 

 

  



M 
A conventional M exhibits a center V that reaches the base of the letter with the two 
outside legs being vertical. On the Treasure Chest image and the Witch image we see 
similar examples where the V only extends midway toward the base and the two vertical 
legs are created at an angle instead of vertical. 

Letter The Stone That Travis 
Tumlinson Carved 

The Peralta Horse Stone 
Image 

The Peralta Witch Stone 
Image 

M 

 
AMIGO 

NO “M” APPEARS ON THE 
HORSE STONE 

 
MAPA 

 

R 
A conventional R as represented by Ariel Font has the shortened leg of the R 
emanating not from the intersection of the upper loop and the vertical leg but from the 
loop portion. Other conventional fonts have the shortened leg of the R coming from the 
intersection. The point being, that all of us might not use the Ariel Font construction yet 
the construction of all of the Rs on the Treasure Chest Stone and the Horse/Witch 
images exhibit the same construction. 

Letter The Stone That Travis 
Tumlinson Carved 

The Peralta Horse Stone 
Image 

The Peralta Witch Stone 
Image 

R 

 
MADRID 

 
NORTE 

 
LUGARES 

 

  



S 
A conventional S as represented by Ariel Font has the upper and lower loops being 
joined tangentially at a very slight angle. The S’s on the Treasure Chest Stone and the 
Horse/Witch images have the two loops joining at a much sharper angle of about 30 to 
45 degrees.  

Letter The Stone That Travis 
Tumlinson Carved 

The Peralta Horse Stone 
Image 

The Peralta Witch Stone 
Image 

S 

 
ESCONDIDA  

SANTA FE 
 

BUSCA 
 

Non Conventional Letters: G and A 
These two letters exhibit features that vary more from conventional construction than 
the preceding letters. I have inserted the complete Table for these two letters. 

G 
The Letter G on the stones reflects a simple crossbar truncating the end of the “lower” 
loop that is unique in my eyes. The crossbar extends beyond the intersection point in 
both directions giving the impression of a small T at the end of the line. The 
conventional crossbar for a G does not include the right hand portion of the arm of the 
T. All three Gs that appear on the stones are constructed using this technique. 

Letter The Stone That Travis 
Tumlinson Carved 

The Peralta Horse Stone 
Image 

The Peralta Witch Stone 
Image 

G 

 
AMIGO 

NO “G” APPEARS ON 
THE HORSE STONE 

        
LUGARES      PELIGROZA 

  



A 
A conventional A, as represented by Ariel Font, constructs the letter A as an upside 
down symmetrical V with a horizontal crossbar. The A’s on the stones are an example 
of the variations techniques used by the carver to construct the same letter. The 
construction on the letter A varies for images on the same stone as well as the different 
stones. The most common variations from the conventional A is the slanted crossbar (in 
both directions) and the use of the unsymmetrical upside down V shape. The left hand 
leg of the A is frequently shown at a shallower angle that a conventional leg. Even here 
we see the A in COAZON on the Witch Image with the shallower angle on the right 
hand leg 

Letter The Stone That Travis 
Tumlinson Carved 

The Peralta Horse Stone 
Image 

The Peralta Witch Stone 
Image 

A 

 
MADRID 

 
SPAIN 

 
AMIGO 

 
ESCONDIDA 

 
SANTA 

 
SANTA 

 
PASTO 

 
AL 

 
ESTA 

 
LUGARES 

 
BUSCA 

 
MAPA (1ST) 

 
COAZON 

  



Block Letters: C, D and O 
I have identified these letters separately as Block Letters. On the Horse/Witch stone 
these letters frequently reflect a blockier pattern than that used by Travis on the 
Treasure Chest Stone. They all contain the element of a full height arc. 

In some cases the author uses straight line elements to construct some of these arcs. 

C 
The letter C is slightly different on all three images. The C on the Horse Image reflects 
the use of straight lines to represent the curved portions of the C. It is vertical and 
symmetrical and exhibits more care in construction. This C could serve as a poster child 
for the block construction term. The C on the Witch and Treasure Chest Images use the 
curved line construction and both have a slight tilt albeit in different directions.. 

Letter The Stone That Travis 
Tumlinson Carved 

The Peralta Horse Stone 
Image 

The Peralta Witch Stone 
Image 

C 

 
ESCONDIDA 

 
COBOLLA 

 
COAZON 

D 
The D on the Treasure Chest Stone exhibits a full sweeping arc and two short 
extensions of the arc beyond the vertical back of the D. Someone might imagine the 
start of these same extensions on the Horse/Witch Images but I was not sure. Again we 
see the block, straight line, construction on the Horse/Witch Images. 

Letter The Stone That Travis 
Tumlinson Carved 

The Peralta Horse Stone 
Image 

The Peralta Witch Stone 
Image 

D 

 
DINERO 

 
DE 

 
BEREDA 

   



O 
The Os on the Treasure Chest Stone are carved much fuller than those on the 
Horse/Witch Stone. They are almost a circle and follow the conventional construction of 
an O as opposed to the blockier Os on the Horse/Witch images. This O construction 
reflects the most striking example of the difference between the Treasure Chest Stone 
and the Horse/Witch Images Even then we also see a variation between the letter 
construction on the Horse Image itself, where a curved line is used in NORTE and the 
block construction is used for COBOLLO. The Witch Image Os are basically block 
construction. 

Letter The Stone That Travis 
Tumlinson Carved 

The Peralta Horse Stone 
Image 

The Peralta Witch Stone 
Image 

O 

 
DINERO 

 
AMIGO 

 
COBOLLO 

 
NORTE 

 
BOY 

 
PELIGROZA 

 

  



Personal Conclusions 
Of the 13 letters examined, I believe that 10 correlate pretty well between all three 
images. Six of these letters have some unique features that deviate from my 
conventional letter premise. (E, M, R, S, A, and G). We see examples of the 
commonality between the construction of these letters from Image to image. 

It must be pointed out that the author was far from consistent in how they constructed 
each individual letter within the same image but if we separate the commonly 
constructed letters on the individual image we can frequently identify a similar technique 
showing up on the remaining images. 

The remaining three letters which I have identified as “block letters” do not fall into place 
as easily. (C, D and O). The letter C is rather non descript on the Treasure Chest Stone 
and does not exhibit the full circle C which renders the block comparison rather moot in 
this instance. We will focus on the D and O. 

While some may argue that the D and O are strong evidence of a different author for the 
Treasure Chest Stone and the Horse/Witch Images, I think we need to look further. 

Travis shows a lot of creativity when it comes to letter construction and that manifests 
itself in the same letter differences reflected on the Treasure Chest Stone. Could there 
have been other factors that influenced how he might have constructed these 2 letters 
on the Horse/Witch Images? 

I previously noted that I believe a different tool was used for the lettering on the 
Treasure Chest Stone as opposed to the Horse/Witch Stone. While the Treasure Chest 
stone reflects thinner line work and a pointed tool, the Horse/Witch Stone with the wider 
line work may reflect the use of something similar to a hammer and chisel. It would be 
easier to construct straight line elements with a chisel and this might account for the 
blockier appearance of these letters on the Horse/Witch Stone. 

In addition, I also touched on the more precise size and spacing uniformity exhibited on 
the Horse/Witch letters. Those letters roughly reflect a height to width ratio of 2 to 1 
while the Treasure Chest Stone O and D letters are close to a height to width ratio of 1 
to 1. This variation, from conventional construction on the Horse/Witch images, may 
reflect a desire for letters of consistent width and address possible space limitations on 
the length of the “sentences”. 

Some may suggest that this is an attempt to rationalize the obvious difference between 
the construction of the Os and Ds on the Treasure Chest Stone with those on the 
Horse/Witch Images and they would be correct. 

One other item that I would like to touch on is the slanted letter construction that Travis 
Tumlinson used on some of the upper case printed letters on the Treasure Chest Stone. 



On the other hand, the letters on the Horse/Witch Images were constructed with a 
vertical orientation. But, even on the Horse/Witch stone we see a couple of examples 
where the tilted capital letters again manifest themselves for no apparent reason. An 
example would be the D in DEL RIO on the Horse Image and the E in ESTA on the 
Witch Image where Travis may have been slipping back into an old habit of using tilted 
lettering on occasion. 

The Stone That Travis 
Tumlinson Carved 

The Peralta Horse Stone 
Image 

The Peralta Witch Stone 
Image 

 
DINERO 

 
DEL RIO 

 
ESTA 

 

I believe the evidence for a common author (Travis Tumlinson) of the Treasure Chest 
Stone and the Horse/Witch Stone based on the comparison of the upper case printing is 
rather compelling. It certainly won’t satisfy everyone and some might even argue that it 
indicates that Travis Tumlinson couldn’t have carved the Horse/Witch Stone. For me the 
printing similarities far outweigh any perceived dissimilarities. 

After examining the letter construction some may even come away with the argument 
that the author of the Horse Image is different than that of the Witch Image. 

Garry Cundiff 
September 21, 2011 

 


